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14 killed in Mogadishu attack 

Fourteen people were killed when militants 

bombed and stormed a government ministry 

in the centre of the Somali capital Mogadishu 

yesterday.  

Twin suicide bombs targeted the Interior and 

Security Ministry’s compound, police officer 

Ahmed Bashane said. One suicide car bomber rammed into the entrance of the building, 

while another hit a security checkpoint outside. 

Three civilians were killed and 18 others were wounded, Bashane said. The ministry is close 

to the parliament building. The majority of the victims were civil servants, Information 

Minister Dahir Mohamud Gelle told state-run Radio Mogadishu.  

At least two security officers were killed, while five militants died in the attack, most shot by 

security forces, security official Mohamed Hassan said. Between four and five attackers 

armed with rocket-propelled grenades and machine guns were in a stand-off with police 

outside the building. Explosions were also heard from inside the building as militants 

stormed in, police said. 

The Al Qaeda-linked Al Shebaab militant group claimed responsibility for the bombings. The 

group said on its Andalus radio station that its fighters stormed the ministry. Security forces 
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sealed off the area, blocking all roads leading to the scene. One witness said he saw 

paramedics treating the wounded. Al Shebaab, which controls large areas in central and 

south Somalia, regularly launches attacks on government buildings and upmarket hotels in 

Mogadishu. In a separate incident yesterday, a roadside bomb killed a former district 

commissioner in the Lower Shabelle region and wounded three others, according to police. 

Al Shebaab also claimed responsibility for that attack. Somalia has been gripped by violence 

and lawlessness since the toppling of dictator Mohamed Siad Barre in the early 1990s. 

http://www.gulf-times.com/story/598689/14-killed-in-Mogadishu-attack 
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AMISOM condemns twin blasts in Somalia's Mogadishu 

MOGADISHU, July 7 (Xinhua) -- The African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) has strongly 

condemned Saturday's twin blasts in the Somali capital Mogadishu that left at least 12 

people dead and 17 others injured. 

The AU mission said in a statement that the attack on the ministry of interior premises shows 

that al-Shabab terrorists have no regard for the stability and progress of the Horn of Africa 

nation. 

The first blast took place when a suicide car bomb was detonated outside the building of the 

interior and security ministry. The second hit near a police checkpoint adjacent to the palace. 

The ministry building is located in one of the most strategic areas of the city. 

A police officer who did not want to be named told Xinhua by phone that four gunmen 

involved in the attack on the building were overpowered by the security forces. 

Security sources said two employees from the ministry and four government soldiers are 

among the dead. 

The security official said four attackers carried out the attack, three of them were shot dead 

by security forces inside the ministry building while the other attacker blew himself up. 

The latest attack came amid heightened security in the Somali capital following the 

deployment of more security forces and erection of security roadblocks along key roads. 

Al-Shabab terror group has claimed responsibility for the latest attack which comes despite 

increased military operations against the militant group across the Horn of Africa nation. 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-07/07/c_137308849.htm  
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KSA Strongly Condemns, Disapproves Terrorist Attacks, targeting Somali 

Ministry of Interior  

Riyadh, Shawwal 23, 1439, Jul 7, 2018, SPA -- The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) expressed 

here today, condemnation and disapproval, in strong wordings, the latest attacks that 

targeted the Ministry of Interior, in the Somali capital Mogadishu, an official source, at the 

ministry of foreign affairs said. The source reiterated Saudi stance and solidarity with the 

Federal Republic of Somalia against terrorism, in all forms and manifestations, extending 

condolences and consolation to the families of the victims, the government and the people 

of Somalia, as well, wishing the injured speedy recovery. 

https://www.spa.gov.sa/viewfullstory.php?lang=en&newsid=1782626 

 

Somali blasts condemned by Bahrain 

Sun, 08 Jul 2018 - Bahrain yesterday condemned terrorist bombings targeting the Interior 

Ministry in Mogadishu, Somalia and causing a number of deaths and injuries. The Foreign 

Ministry affirmed that Bahrain stands with Somalia and supports its efforts to restore peace 

and security, extending its condolences to the families of the casualties and wishing the 

injured speedy recovery. It reaffirmed that Bahrain stands firmly against all forms of 

violence, extremism and terrorism and calls for concerted international efforts to eliminate 

this dangerous phenomenon and drain its sources of funding. 

http://www.gdnonline.com/Details/380982/Somali-blasts-condemned 
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Turkey condemns twin suicide blasts in Somalia capital 

At least nine people, including three al-Shabaab attackers, were killed when twin bomb 

blasts targeted the Interior Ministry building in Mogadishu on Saturday. "We have learnt 

with great sorrow that many civilians lost their lives and were injured as a result of terrorist 

attacks perpetrated in Mogadishu," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement.  "We condemn 

these heinous terrorist attacks aiming to undermine the security and stability of Somalia, 

wish God’s mercy upon those who lost their lives, convey our condolences to their families 

and wish speedy recovery to the wounded," the statement added. The ministry also said 

that Turkey "will continue to stand by the Somali people and its Government in the fight 

against terrorism and in providing stability". The attackers were killed by security forces in 

the gun battle between militants and security forces, according to state media. Local media 

reported that 17 people -- mostly civilians -- were also wounded in the attacks. Somali-based 

insurgent group al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for the attack.  

https://www.aa.com.tr/en/africa/turkey-condemns-twin-suicide-blasts-in-somalia-capital/1197616 

 

Qatar condemns Mogadishu bombings  

 08 Jul 2018 - DOHA: The State of Qatar has strongly condemned two bombings that targeted 

the headquarters of the Ministry of the Interior and a police building in the Somali capital, 

Mogadishu, causing deaths and injuries. In a statement yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs reiterated the State of Qatar’s firm stance rejecting violence and terrorism, regardless 

of motives and reasons. The statement expressed the condolences of the State of Qatar to 

the victims’ families, the government and the people of Somalia, wishing the injured speedy 

recovery. Qatar also voiced its strong condemnation and denunciation of the attack that 

targeted Chamtal District in northern Afghanistan Balkh province, which left a policeman 

killed and others wounded. In a statement issued on Friday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

reiterated the State of Qatar’s firm stance rejecting violence and terrorism regardless of the 
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motives and causes, and affirmed its full solidarity with the Afghan government in all 

measures taken to maintain security and stability. 

The statement expressed the State of Qatar’s condolences to the family of victim as well as 

the government and people of Afghanistan, wishing the injured a speedy recovery. 

https://www.thepeninsulaqatar.com/article/08/07/2018/Qatar-condemns-Mogadishu-

bombings 

 

US denounces deaths of 12 people in Somalia explosion 

The United States has condemned dreadful suicide bomb attack on the Ministries of Interior 

and Internal Security in Somalia’s capital Mogadishu. 

US sent condolences to the families and friends of those killed and wounded in the attack 

claimed by Al Shabaab. 

“We commend the response of the Somali security forces that quickly ended the attack and 

restored order”, a statement issued by US reads. 

“The Al-Shabaab’s attacks on Somali civilians striving to improve governance and security 

for all Somalis are immoral and unacceptable”, the US said. 

The United States says it remained a committed partner with the Federal Government of 

Somalia and its allies in the fight against terrorism. 

https://mareeg.com/us-denounces-deaths-of-12-people-in-somalia-explosion/ 
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Three herders killed in inter-clan feud at Garissa-Isiolo border  

Three people were killed in inter-clan clashes in Lagdera, 

Garissa, on Thursday. 

Residents said Burale Dekow, Mohamed Farah and Abdi 

Derow died of gunshots wounds. They were buried in 

Modogashe according to Islamic rites. Three other people 

were injured and are admitted to Modogashe Hospital. 

Residents said they were attacked while herding camels. Local leaders want answers over a 

protracted border feud with Isiolo. Lagdera MP Mohamed Hire (pictured) and former 

Woman Representative Shukran Gure accused some leaders of inciting residents. 

https://www.hiiraan.com/news4/2018/July/158951/three_herders_killed_in_inter_clan_f

eud_at_garissa_isiolo_border.aspx 
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Somali President flies to Turkey 

8th July 2018 MOGADISHU, Somalia – High level 

delegation led by Somali president Mohamed 

Abudullahi Farmajo has flown to the capital of 

Ankara to attend the inauguration ceremony of 

Turkish president in Ankara. 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan will be sworn in as 

president on Monday after a move which granted the leader more sweeping powers than 

ever before. 

Erdoğan has held power in Turkey for 15 years — first as the country’s prime minister from 

2003 to 2014, and now as president, a position he’s held since 2014. 

Turkish president has also seemingly stopped at nothing to preserve his power. 

He has silenced his challengers, jailed dozens of journalists, changed the Turkish 

constitution, and survived a failed military coup last year that attempted to oust him out of 

power 

https://mareeg.com/somali-president-flies-to-turkey/ 
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Somalia parliament speaker Mursal to visit Baidoa today  

July 8, 2018 - Somalia Federal parliament speaker Mohamed Mursal Sheikh leading a large 

delegation is expected to arrive in Baidoa town today. 

Mursal is expected to have a consultative meeting with the members of parliament of 

Southwestern state. 

Mursal’s is his first visit to Baidoa since he was appointed for the new office as a Somalia 

Federal parliament speaker will have a various meeting with the stakeholders in Baidoa 

town. 

Security in Baidoa has been tightened and the resident of Baidoa have highly welcomed the 

delegation led by the speaker Mursal. 

http://goobjoog.com/english/somalia-parliament-speaker-mursal-to-visit-baidoa-today/ 
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https://www.garoweonline.com/en/news/world/africa/ethiopian-pm-makes-historic-visit-

to-asmara-eritrea 
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As Famine Declared in Somalia, International Medical Corps Emergency 

Teams Responding Throughout East Africa 

July 8th, 2018  

As the United Nations (UN) declares famine in parts of southern Somalia, increasing numbers 

of Somalis affected by the drought in East Africa are fleeing across the country’s borders in 

search of food, clean water and shelter.  Having delivered health care services since 1991 in 

the region, International Medical Corps teams on the ground in Somalia, Ethiopia, and Kenya 

are working rapidly to provide humanitarian relief. 

Defined by an acute malnutrition rate of greater than 30 percent of the population, famine 

calls for critically urgent protection of human lives and vulnerable groups.  In some areas in 

southern Somalia nearly half the population is malnourished and more than one in four 

people are severely malnourished – twice the threshold for a humanitarian emergency and 

the highest malnutrition rate in the world.  The World Health Organization (WHO) is 

reporting that 11 million across the region are affected and as many as 1,700 are fleeing per 

day over the Somali border en route to overcrowded refugee camps in neighboring countries 

including Ethiopia and Kenya – many are dying along the way. 

We are extremely concerned that more than 33 percent of children arriving at some camps 

are acutely malnourished and need immediate intervention. This in addition to the many 

children who are not able to survive the difficult journey to the camps,“We are extremely 

concerned that more than 33 percent of children arriving at some camps are acutely 

malnourished and need immediate intervention. This in addition to the many children who 

are not able to survive the difficult journey to the camps,” said Chris Skopec, Director of 

International Operations for International Medical Corps. “Our teams are already working 

to establish nutrition programs and meet health needs, but this crisis will require a large and 

long-term response.” 

Near Dolo Ado in the Somali Region of Ethiopia, International Medical Corps is working with 

the Ethiopian Government’s Administration for Refugee and Returnee Affairs to provide 
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immediate relief for drought-affected Somalis seeking asylum and basic resources in refugee 

camps including Boqolmayo, Melkadida, and Kobe.  Having worked in the local camps since 

2009, International Medical Corps is well placed to immediately mobilize its local resources 

and community network to effectively deliver nutrition, sanitation, hygiene, mental health 

and reproductive health services to the most vulnerable. 

As more than 45 percent of new arrivals at the camps are reported to be suffering from 

severe acute malnutrition, International Medical Corps is implementing supplementary 

feeding points throughout the camps as well as targeted nutrition services for infants and 

young children.  As overcrowded camp conditions have “increased the risk of the spread of 

infectious diseases like polio, cholera and measles” according to the World Health 

Organization, International Medical Corps is also working with local health authorities to 

safeguard sanitation and hygiene conditions.  The organization will construct additional 

latrines and bathing areas and disseminate hygiene education amongst new arrivals to 

thwart the spread of infectious disease.  In addition, International Medical Corps will 

continue to provide gender-based violence as well as mental health and reproductive health 

services including the provision of healthcare for pregnant women. 

International Medical Corps’ national team in Ethiopia will continue to work with the 

Ministry of Health to strengthen local capacity, fill gaps and meet humanitarian needs 

throughout Ethiopia.  In Kenya, where the government has declared the drought a national 

disaster, International Medical Corps is already expanding the organization’s existing 

nutrition services in three areas hard-hit by the drought: Samburu, Tana River and Isiolo.  As 

the number of Somalis in need of emergency humanitarian assistance has increased by 50 

percent since April, International Medical Corps is preparing to address nutrition and WASH 

needs in Central Somalia and is already addressing nutrition needs in Somaliland. 

http://www.pressreleasepoint.com/famine-declared-somalia-international-medical-corps-

emergency-teams-responding-throughout-east 
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Mogadishu to host the first Somalia STEM Summit as part of Africa Science 

Week  

July 7, 2018  

On 10th to 13th July, 2018, Mogadishu is set 

to host the first ever Somali STEM Summit, 

part of the widely celebrated annual event 

across the continent, Africa Science Week. 

As the country is rising from the ashes of 

civil war and decades of unrest, this is 

a  fresh beginning to bring together young 

Somali minds across the country to develop careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Math. 

This summit is organized and hosted by the Somali STEM Society in collaboration with Hano 

Academy, the Next Einstein Forum; the African Institute for Mathematical Sciences; and the 

Institute for Education and Development (IED). 

Dr. Sadiya Siad, Chancellor of Hano Academy, Next Einstein Forum Ambassador for Somalia 

and the Chair of Somali STEM Summit Organizing Committee says, “The event aims to revive, 

evolve, encourage and assist next-generation of Somali scientists, technologists, engineers 

and mathematicians to innovate and excel in their specialized fields of study or practice and 

partake effectively in the STEM global movement.” 

The medical multi-specialist and mastermind behind the socially responsible education 

enterprise Hano Academy believes that through such platforms for Somali scientists and 

technologists will transform Somalia from aid and import dependent country to a self-reliant 

nation. “Unfortunately, Somalia is one of the few countries in the world with limited capacity 

for manufacturing and industry, and therefore depends heavily on foreign imports for all of 

its manufactured goods. Thus, we started this national initiative (Somali STEM Society), 
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hosting the first Somali STEM Summit. This will ultimately help Somalia to become a nation 

of innovators instead of consumers” added Dr. Siad. 

The highly anticipated summit aims to bring together Somalia’s acclaimed scientists, 

technologists, engineers; mathematicians, academicians and researchers of diverse ages 

and fields from within the country and across the world to discuss the challenges facing 

Somalia’s STEM education and how science and technology can be leveraged to address 

problems that are commonly affecting the Somali region. 

The keynote speakers at the event include: Hodan S. Isse who is a Central Bank of Somalia 

Board member and a former clinical Assistant Professor Emeritus of Finance at the 

University at Buffalo and Dr. Asha Ahmed – MBBS and PhD in Gynaecology at La Sapienza 

University in Rome and the likes who will be sharing their works and experiences at the 

event. 

The shortage of Science, Technology, and Engineering and Math professionals in Africa is a 

great concern and Somalia arguably lags behind the rest of the continent. Somali STEM 

Society, the organizer of the summit, hopes to change the narrative and create awareness 

of STEM education through conferences and dialogue between the stakeholders. 

In addition to Somalia’s recovery, creating such a platform for STEM dialogue and discussion 

helps thousands of young Somalis develop the skills they need to compete in today’s regional 

and global jobs markets. This is even more the case given that more than 70% of Somali 

population is youth who are in dire need of modern digital and technology skills that would 

give them both economic and employment opportunities for themselves and for the 

country. 

Somalia STEM Summit 2018 with the theme ‘Rekindling Somali Knowledge and Interest in 

STEM’ marks a milestone and something to celebrate for all Somali STEM scholars and 

professionals in the field and aspiring Somali scientists who have never been given such an 

inspirational opportunity. 

http://goobjoog.com/english/mogadishu-to-host-the-first-somalia-stem-summit-as-part-of-africa-

science-week/ 
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Arrest and release of Somaliland poet puts spotlight on regional troubles  

July 8, 2018 - Poets, writers and bloggers have recently been on the receiving end of political 

crackdowns in the self-declared independent state of Somaliland. Surges often occur around 

elections, and most recently due to assertive nationalist rhetoric ramped up by Somaliland 

and Somalia and regional insecurity. Somaliland declared itself an independent state in 1991 

after the collapse of the Somali following the overthrow of military dictator Siad Barre. The 

international community regard Somaliland as an autonomous region of Somalia. They don’t 

recognise it as an official state. The arrest earlier this year in Somaliland of Naima Qorane 

(27) highlights the fragility of the situation between Somaliland and Somalia. Although a 

Somalilander, the poet is a rare outspoken activist for unity between the two regions. Much 

of her poetry addresses the lost unity of Somalia. Qorane also holds a Somali passport and 

lives in Mogadishu. Her arrest in Somaliland’s capital, Hargeisa, followed reports of death 

threats due to her “Somalia Unity” cause. Three months later, she was found guilty of 

bringing the nation or the state into contempt. Qorane was sentenced to three years in 

prison. There was an international outcry about her deplorable detention conditions as well 

as allegations of maltreatment. Following the media coverage, and appeals by her father, 

she was released on 7 May by presidential pardon. In both Somaliland and Somalia arrests 

of dissenters have surged since 2017, as new administrations seek to consolidate authority. 

In Somalia key opposition figures report assassination attempts in a tense political and 

security environment.  

Deteriorating relations - Arrests surge amid deteriorating relations between Somaliland and 

Somalia. This is due in part to increased bilateral engagement and foreign investment in both 

countries. Somaliland, with a 3.5-million population, has all the trappings of a state. It has a 

fully functioning army, government, and foreign investment is coming in. But the lack of 

formal international recognition leaves it increasingly insecure in relation to the larger 

Somalia, which has a population of 10.8 million, and has secured sizeable aid flows since 

2012. The 2017 election of Mohamed Abdullahi “Farmajo” Mohamed in Somalia and 

renewal of the aid compact has pushed the country to assert its territorial claims as the 

government seeks to consolidate authority and spearhead state-led reconstruction.  The two 
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regions’ conflict over irreconcilable visions of the state and new alliances have increased 

hardline policies. New administrations on both sides have seized these in order to build 

internal legitimacy given the zero-sum nature of politics.  Accusation and counter accusation 

- Somaliland often accuses Somalia of interfering in its internal political affairs. It claims that 

Somalia uses Somalilanders in Mogadishu to mobilise dissent back home.  Qorane’s case was 

therefore not that unusual, but the harsh sentencing was. Somaliland’s new president, Muse 

Bihi Abdi has responded with increasingly heavy-handed tactics towards political dissent.  TV 

journalist, Mohamed Digaale was arrested in February 2018 for interviewing the newly-

elected Somali President Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed.  

On April 16, author Mohamed Kayse Mohamoud was sentenced to 18 months for “insulting 

the President’s honour”. Mohamoud referred to Abdi as a “local” president. Ten days later 

a traditional elder Osman Burmadow was sentenced to five years for attending a ceremony 

in neighbouring Puntland. Like Somaliland, Puntland is also a self-declared independent 

state. It’s in northeast region of Somalia. Unlike Qorane, they were detained for much 

longer.  Hardline policy - Qorane’s arrest and imprisonment indicates a more hardline policy 

by Somaliland towards cross-border movements to and from Mogadishu. The restrictions 

will have political as well as financial implications for the small state. Somalilanders 

frequently travel for business and employment. A hardening of boundaries also risks further 

marginalising key groups that support (conditionally) Somaliland’s national agenda. It will 

reinforce the growing perception that politics in the region is not consensual. In the 

immediate term, this doesn’t bode well for talks with Somalia. Armed conflict in the disputed 

region between Somaliland and Puntland has worsened.  Somaliland had suspended talks 

with Somalia in March after it rejected a USD$422 million port agreement. The deal was 

signed between Ethiopia, Somaliland and DP World, a United Arab Emirates logistics port 

company. The agreement included plans for a UAE military base in Somaliland’s Berbera port 

regionally. The indefinite postponement of talks is not unusual. Since commencing in 2013, 

talks have been frequently postponed over the slightest provocation. 

Signal to dissenters - In Somaliland, Qorane’s arrest was both a signal to political dissenters 

and a cautionary message to Somalia. It also served in Somaliland to unify the people behind 

the national agenda in a period of transition while justifying the suspension of rights and 

dialogue. This is a common political tactic used in times of political crisis.  
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As relations worsen between Somaliland and Somalia, both administrations are becoming 

less tolerant of ambiguity regarding territorial and national allegiances. This has implications 

in the immediate term for conflict as well as prospects for more constructive engagement. 
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The “EU Family” joined beach-clean, an initiative organised by the UN in 

Mogadishu on July 5th. 

Representatives from the EU Delegation to Somalia, EUCAP Somalia and EUTM Somalia filled 

up bin bags with plastic and other rubbish collected on the beach. 

You can see the before and after pictures… 
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